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If you have ever had to inspect an infrastructural asset, you’d agree that it can be a very
challenging and time-consuming task manually handling the arrangement, analyzing,
annotation and storage of tens and hundreds of inspection photos. After that, you’d still have to
worry about data management, security, and the creation of custom reports to share them with
your team members, clients, and other organizations.
Now imagine you have a software powered by artiﬁcial intelligence ready to do most of your
heavy lifting with 99% accuracy? A software that can scan through hundreds of inspection
photos in minutes, detect anomilies and defects with 99% accuracy, securely store your data
and handle their management, generate a customizable and editable report you can share with
anyone.
How much stress, time, and money will that save you?
Labib is a cloud-based platform powered by artiﬁcial intelligence designed to make processing,
analyzing, annotating, reporting, and the management of data of aerial inspection images of
infrastructure assets easier and faster.

Features

AI algorithm for auto fault detection of the assets: With the help of platform integrated

AI algorithm and Machine Learning, every inspection photo uploaded to the platform get
automatically scanned for anomilies and defects with 99% accuracy within few seconds.

Annotation and Tagging: Although the embedded AI algorithm and Machine Learning

capability in Labib would have done most of the anomalies and defects detection for you,

you can add comments, tags, and annotations of faults and points of interest to the
inspection and it to be included in the ﬁnal report.

Environment-Independent Cloud-based Platform:
You never have to worry about OS environment
compatibility issues as Labib is a browser
cloud-based software you can access anywhere
with a computer browser.

Secured Data Storage and Management: When
you upload your assets inspection images,
Labib helps sort, tag, ﬁlter, and securely store
all your asset data in cloud storage for easy
management and data sharing among users.

Integration with Third-party Systems: You can also integrate Labib with asset
management systems such as SAP and IBM Maximo.

Customizable Report Generation: With just a few clicks, you can generate a fully

editable, well detailed, and organized inspection report that you can export in CSV or PDF
printable format.

Geolocation Google Map Tagging: With Labib’s image geotagging capabilities, all the
uploaded image will be tagged with the coordinate, and can be overlaid directly over
google map, this will be very helpful for maintenance planning and preparation.

Controlled and Secured Sharing of Data: Reports
and asset data can be shared securely with
regional or international clients and team
members. It can be accessed through an
embedded link, or user and password. Access
level and period of access can be also controlled
easily through the platform to only show certain
details of the data within a certain period.

On-premise installation: For full control,
Labib can be installed on your private
servers to create your own custom-tailored
self-hosted in-house solution.

Roles and Rights: can be assigned to all different members of the team
to ensure efﬁcient workﬂow.

Industries

Oil & Gas

Utilities

Construction

Logistics

Mining

Many Other
Industries

For more details please contact us on
info@esbaar.com

About ESBAAR

We work on developing Drones and Artiﬁcial Intelligence
(AI) solutions for our clients to reduce costs and improve
productivity. Our Services include providing facilities
inspection, operations monitoring, survey and mapping, and
other AI-based solutions for different sectors.
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